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ARCO Project Marketing and Audience Development 

Sustainability through funding | The recent funding granted to ARCO by Creative Victoria for 2017 and 2018, the 

Australia Council for 2018, and the Ministry for the Arts Catalyst Fund for 2016-2018 has had an enormous impact on 

the orchestra’s capabilities for audience development. The stability and assurance of these grants allows the 

orchestra to present the 2019 Concert Season as a subscription series, creating sustainability for the orchestra in 

Melbourne. 

Melbourne Recital Centre | The existing MRC audience is a significant target market for ARCO. The 2016 EDM from 

MRC publicising the ARCO Chamber Soloist’s debut concert in Melbourne, resulted in 75% of the hall being sold 

before any marketing and publicity had been undertaken by the orchestra. The partnership with MRC involves an 

event listing in The Saturday Age, MRC What's On brochure and a listing on the MRC Website. Supplementary to 

these avenues, ARCO utilises MRC’s paid marketing options which include dedicated EDMs, Featured eNews, 

advertisements in The Saturday Age, placement on the MRC homepage carousel and social media support. 

Mailing Lists | Since its launch in 2013, ARCO has developed a substantial digital and postal mailing list which is 

continually exploited for promotional purposes, enabling ARCO to develop a loyal following, with ticket-buyers 

travelling from Victoria, NSW, Queensland, Tasmania and ACT to attend concerts. Ongoing engagement with existing 

audience members is achieved via a monthly digital newsletter. 

Paid advertising | ARCO will continue their sponsorship package with 3MBSFM in 2019, and will place 

advertisements in various national and local publications such as Limelight Magazine and The Monthly. 

Sirmai Arts Marketing | Sirmai Arts Marketing (SAM) publicises the orchestra’s projects and attracts and develops 

audience relationships. SAM creates and distributes press releases and other promotional material to target all 

general and specialist arts and music media. They coordinate and liaise for interviews with the orchestra and its 

artists, and invite reviewers and other industry VIPs. Their service includes regular rounds of release throughout the 

concert season. SAM arranges large, feature coverage in major newspapers, local and specialist press, and on radio 

as well as throughout the arts internet network. They cover ‘what’s on’ listings in the media. This is in addition to a 

full opening night reviewer invitation schedule. 

Education | Through ARCO's ongoing education programs, contact is developed with young Victorian audience 

members who attend Young Mannheim Symphonists and Richard Gill Presents, and receive complimentary concert 

tickets. The live concert experience is an integral part of the education projects. 

Printed publicity | ARCO's printed material is designed by Josh Murray Designs and includes season brochures, 

flyers, posters and program books. Extensive professional distribution and exit billing throughout Melbourne is 

carried out by We Are Uncommon. Printed publicity is targeted at venues including local retirement villages and 

schools to engage these important audience groups as well as cultural and other arts venues. 

Social Media Marketing | ARCO is active on Facebook, Youtube, Instagram and Twitter with well over 2,000 

followers. With each project, these numbers increase substantially and these channels provide excellent behind-the-

scenes content. Paid social media advertising is also utilised to increase the online reach of this material. 

Face-to-face engagement | Following ARCO concerts and education projects, Richard Gill AO and the ARCO 

musicians join the audience in the foyer. Q&A sessions are held where the audience can discuss their concert 

experience with the musicians. These sessions are informal in nature and encourage crucial ongoing engagement 

with audience members.  

Pre-concert talks | Presentations by Richard Gill and the music directors of the programs before and during ARCO 

concerts are without equal in delivery and audience relationship building power. 


